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NEW QUESTION: 1
For which two conditions is Cisco Express Forwarding recursion
disabled by default when the BGP Prefix Independent Convergence
functionality is enabled? (Choose two.)
A. next hops learned with any mask shorter than /32
B. next hops learned with a /24 mask
C. next hops that are directly connected
D. next hops learned with a /32 mask
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Recursion is the ability to find the next longest matching path
when the primary path goes down. When the BGP PIC feature is
not installed, and if the next hop to a prefix fails, Cisco
Express Forwarding finds the next path to reach the prefix by
recursing through the FIB to find the next longest matching
path to the prefix. This is useful if the next hop is multiple
hops away and there is more than one way of reaching the next
hop. However, with the BGP PIC feature, you may want to disable
Cisco Express Forwarding recursion for the following reasons:

- Recursion slows down convergence when Cisco Express
Forwarding searches all the FIB entries. - BGP PIC Edge already
precomputes an alternate path, thus eliminating the need
for Cisco Express Forwarding recursion. When the BGP PIC
functionality is enabled, Cisco Express Forwarding recursion is
disabled by default for two conditions:
- For next hops learned with a /32 network mask (host routes)
- For next hops that are directly connected
For all other cases, Cisco Express Forwarding recursion is
enabled.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/iproute_bgp/co
nfiguration/xe3s/irg-xe-3s-book/irg-bgp-mp-pic.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have proposed a [email&#160;protected] solution for a
customer who has many remote and mobile employees who are
currently using Cisco WebEx Meetings. In addition to being able
to see more participants, what are two feature differences you
would want to discuss with the customer? (Choose 2)
A. Supporting room system endpoints
B. Presenting content from the mobile client
C. Scheduling a meeting through Microsoft Outlook
D. H.264 SVC (scalable video coding) support on both Mobile and
Desktop Clients
E. Downloading content slides via the slider feature
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are operating a streaming Cloud Dataflow pipeline. Your
engineers have a new version of the pipeline with a different
windowing algorithm and triggering strategy. You want to update
the running pipeline with the new version. You want to ensure
that no data is lost during the update. What should you do?
A. Stop the Cloud Dataflow pipeline with the Cancel option.
Create a new Cloud Dataflow job with the updated code
B. Update the Cloud Dataflow pipeline inflight by passing the
--update option with the --jobName set to a new unique job name
C. Stop the Cloud Dataflow pipeline with the Drain option.
Create a new Cloud Dataflow job with the updated code
D. Update the Cloud Dataflow pipeline inflight by passing the
--update option with the --jobName set to the existing job name
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Rumors can be managed.
A. FALSE

B. TRUE
Answer: B
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